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Elisha and the Cacao Trees

HOPE BUILDERS

SHOWPEACE

What links a village in Belize and millions of North American
kids? Chocolate! Meet 13-year-old Elisha, the daughter of a
cacao farmer in Belize. We learn about her daily life and her
dreams as she and her father show how cacao is grown, harvested and turned into chocolate. | 2011 (17 min)

$69.95

A new teaching method is being tested in an elementary school
in Quebec, aimed at preparing the next generation of students
to take up environmental challenges. Under the supervision
of their teacher, students are learning to identify, analyze and
resolve a problem that exists in their world. They are also learning about the uncertainty faced by those who want to change
things. | In French with English subtitles. | 2010 (89 min)

5+

food & agriculture
social studies
work & labour relations

$69.95

10+

$279.95

environment & conservation
social studies

10+

children & family
conflict resolution

2

4

6

HANNAH’S STORY

RIGHTS FROM THE HEART (series)

WATER DETECTIVES

Youth Jury Award for Most Inspirational Short Film – 2008
Reel to Real International Film Festival for Youth and Families,
Vancouver
When she was five, Hannah Taylor saw a homeless person in
a back alley of Winnipeg. Rather than turn away, she felt compelled to do something. She founded the Ladybug Foundation,
and under her leadership the charity has raised over a million
dollars. Hannah’s message is simple: “Share a little of what you
have and always care about others.” We all have a lot to learn
from Hannah’s Story. | 2009 (29 min)

$69.95

1

(series)

The award-winning ShowPeace animated film series is one of
the most flexible conflict resolution tools in the world. Because
the animated characters in the films do not speak, there are
no language barriers. Because they are “non-human,” they are
ageless and genderless. Each film in the series also delivers an
important and distinct conflict resolution lesson. Topics include:
managing anger, bullying, conflict styles and negotiation, diversity, tolerance and mediation. | No dialogue. | 2007 (55 min)

Inspired by the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, the
animated shorts in this three-part collection aim to teach children that they have rights recognized by international law,
and that the adults caring for them must ensure that the law
is respected. | Part 1, ages 5 to 8; Part 2, ages 9 to 12; Part 3,
ages 13 to 17. | No dialogue. | 1998 (130 min total)

$169.00

Through this engaging and empowering short documentary,
Grade 4 to 7 students learn that their local conservation efforts
can have far-reaching results. This lesson is made concrete
through the experience of youth in Matamoros, Mexico, where
a severe water shortage led the city to take the unusual step
of putting local children in charge of changing adult attitudes
and habits. | In English and Spanish with English subtitles.
| 2007 (11 min)

human rights & globalization
politics – law & crime

$69.95

10+

10+

environment & conservation
social studies

social issues – poverty
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4
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SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY
1
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The Battle of Rabaska

The Chocolate Farmer

Earth Keepers

This documentary tells the story of citizen activists opposing the
construction of a methane tanker terminal practically on their
doorstep. Lucid and compelling, the film shows citizen action
pitted against powerful lobbies and reminds us to be vigilant in
the face of Quebec’s environmental and energy-related issues
over the coming years. | In French with English subtitles. | 2009
(78 min)

$69.95

15+

environment & conservation
social studies

In an unspoiled corner of Belize, cacao farmer Eladio Pop manually works his plantation in the tradition of his Mayan ancestors: as a steward of the land. Director Rohan Fernando’s lush
cinematic journey captures a year in the life of the Pop family as
they struggle to preserve their values in a world that is suddenly
changing. A lament for cultures lost, this timely film challenges
our assumptions about progress.
2011 (88 min total)
SPECIAL EDITION includes Elisha and the Cacao Trees

$99.00

15+

Young activist Mikael Rioux travels the world, meeting the exceptional men and women behind innovative projects that look
to the future of our society. Earth Keepers breathes hope into an
atmosphere of defeatism. Featuring dynamic sound and imagery,
this positive documentary is for all those who refuse to give up,
despite the enormity of the challenges that face us. | Original
version in French and English. | 2010 (83 min)

$79.95

13+

environment & conservation

food & agriculture
social studies
work & labour relations
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5
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BEEF INC.

The Coca-Cola Case

The Fight for True Farming

Bronze Plaque Award, Social Issues – 2001 Columbus International Film + Video Festival
In the beef industry, cattle are housed and fattened in overcrowded feedlots, exposing them to disease. To combat this,
the animals are vaccinated, given antibiotics and pumped with
growth hormones. Little regard is given to the potential health
risks to consumers or to the quality of the end product. This
film gives voice to independent cattle producers who, unable
to compete with corporations, are being squeezed out of the
industry. | 1999 (50 min)

$69.95

1

In Colombia, trade unionists are being murdered to prevent them
from forming unions, and one of the companies allegedly behind
the crimes is Coca-Cola. In a legal and human-rights battle, three
US activists launch a crusade against the soft drinks giant. | In
English and Spanish with French, English or Spanish subtitles.
| 2010 (86 min)
Deleted scenes included

$99.00

13+

food & agriculture
health & medicine

2

3

4

15+

This film journeys to Canada, the US and France, capturing the
damage done by factory farming. Along the way we meet people
who are leading the fight for true farming: organic apple growers
in Quebec, grape growers in France, truck farmers and largescale grain producers, who all report that their yields are quite
acceptable and that their soil stays naturally fertile. | In French
with English subtitles. | 2006 (114 min)

$79.95

10+

environment & conservation
food & agriculture

human rights & globalization
social issues
work & labour relations
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6

7
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THE BOXING GIRLS OF KABUL

Crapshoot: The Gamble
with our Wastes

FORCE OF NATURE:
THE DAVID SUZUKI MOVIE

A group of young Afghan women hone their boxing skills in the
country’s national stadium, where only recently women were
executed by the Taliban. They are loyal to their nation, yet dare
to defy its traditions. Inspired by their coach, these courageous
boxers risk persecution and openly dream of their future—even
a shot at the 2012 Olympics. This compelling film shadows their
journey, one of both personal and political transformation. | In
Dari with English subtitles. | 2011 (52 min)

$69.95

15+

DISCRIMINATION
HUMAN RIGHTS & GLOBALIZATION
SOCIAL ISSUES – GIRLS AND WOMEN
SPORTS

Golden Sheaf Award, Best Documentary (Science/Medicine) –
2004 Yorkton Short Film and Video Festival
Filmed around the world, this bold documentary questions
whether sewers are actually compounding our waste problems.
Does our need to dispose of waste take precedence over public
safety? What are the alternatives? | 2003 (53 min)

$69.95

13+

environment & conservation
social studies

VIFF Environmental Film Audience Award – 2010 Vancouver
International Film Festival
Award-winning director Sturla Gunnarsson presents a biography of ideas featuring iconic Canadian scientist, educator,
broadcaster and activist David Suzuki. At 73 years of age, Suzuki
delivers what he describes as “a last lecture—a distillation of
my life and thoughts, my legacy, what I want to say before I
die.” | 2011 (92 min)

$129.00

13+

environment & conservation
social issues

10 | NEW

13

16

FROM ARUSHA TO ARUSHA

MILOSEVIC ON TRIAL

THE PEACEKEEPERS (SPECIAL EDITION)

Special Mention, Amnesty International Jury Award – 2009 Indie
Lisboa International Independent Film Festival
Focusing on the Rwandan genocide in order to explore the functioning of the international justice system, this film examines the
issue of universal moral values in action while questioning our relationship with the images we take in and our responsibilities as
world citizens. | In French with English subtitles. | 2010 (115 min)

$79.95

15+

Accused of war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide
committed during the wars in Kosovo, Croatia and Bosnia,
Slobodan Milosevic stood trial at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. This documentary faithfully records
the four years of the trial, which came to a sudden end when he
died in March 2006. | 2010 (68 min)

$79.95

Designed initially for military personnel and police officers, The
Peacekeepers Special Edition DVD set is an excellent resource,
especially for students and anyone seeking to understand the
challenges faced by the United Nations when trying to promote
peace in conflict-ridden areas. The Special Edition includes 2
DVDs plus an in-depth study guide. | 2006 (167 min)
Extra chapters including Conduct of Peacekeepers, Appropriate Use of Force, Food for Guns, Protection of Civilians,
Heads of Mission on “UN Peacekeeping” and Repatriating
Rwandan Rebels

15+

government – human rights & globalization
politics – war, conflict & peace

african studies
law & crime
social studies

$129.95

15+

politics – war, conflict & peace
global history

11

14

17 | NEW

THE GENETIC TAKEOVER,
OR MUTANT FOOD

THE ORIGINS OF AIDS

PROSECUTOR

“An ideal catalyst for classroom discussion.” Recommended –
Canadian Review of Material, University of Manitoba
The Genetic Takeover takes a sober look at a potentially explosive
situation. In response to consumer demands, many European and
Asian countries have instituted mandatory labelling of geneti
cally modified foods. North America, however, has been slow to
react. | 2000 (52 min)

$69.95

9

12+

food & agriculture
science

10

11

Best Direction, Canadian Spectrum Feature Documentary – 2004
Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival, Toronto
We’re still unsure how the AIDS epidemic began. Between 1957
and 1960, Hilary Koprowski was researching a cure for polio. He
manufactured a vaccine from monkeys, probably chimps, and
injected it into almost one million Africans. This award-winning
documentary suggests that as scientists tried to rid the world
of one disease, they may have caused another epidemic. | 2003
(78 min total)
Also includes The Bicycle

$69.95

A fascinating story with extraordinary inside access, the film
follows Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo through the first trials
of the newly formed International Criminal Court. Moreno-Ocampo
investigates and prosecutes some of the world’s worst criminals
for some of the world’s worst crimes. This compelling film offers
front-row seats to the historic events that will determine whether
the ICC is a groundbreaking new weapon for global justice or just
an idealistic dream. | 2011 (95 min)

$79.95

15+

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
& WAR CRIMES
HUMAN RIGHTS & GLOBALIZATION

15+

health & medicine
science
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GRACE, MILLY, LUCY...
CHILD SOLDIERS

OUTBREAK: ANATOMY OF A PLAGUE

The Refugees
of the Blue Planet

$79.95

15+

health & medicine
science
social issues
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15+

african studies
human rights
politics – war, conflict & peace
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$79.95

FOR TH

Over the past 20 years, more than 30,000 Ugandan children have
been abducted by rebel troops and forced into armed conflict.
Many of these child soldiers are girls. Grace, Milly, Lucy… Child
Soldiers explores this little-known reality. | 2010 (73 min)

Pandemics have killed more people than all wars combined.
Are we ready for the next big one? Juxtaposing a 21st-century
scenario against the story of Montreal’s 1885 smallpox epidemic,
the film features interviews with leading experts, tracing the
possible trajectory of a contemporary plague. | In English and
French with English subtitles. | 2010 (87 min)

IL APRIL

2

17

“Highly Recommended! […] A top-quality production. It is timely
and prophetic in its important message.” – Educational Media
Reviews Online
Each year, millions of people the world over are forcibly displaced.
Global warming and the exploitation of natural resources are
degrading the life-supporting environments of rural populations.
This film exposes the plight of individuals who are suffering the
repercussions. From the Maldives to Brazil, and even in Canada,
the disturbing accounts of people who have been uprooted are
amazingly similar. Their story is one of rage, powerlessness,
injustice and betrayal. | In English and French with English subtitles. | 2007 (57 min)

$69.95

13+

economics – food & agriculture
environment & conservation

19

21

23

Sharia in Canada

TRIAGE: DR. JAMES ORBINSKI’S
HUMANITARIAN DILEMMA

VIEW FROM THE SUMMIT

In 2004, the Boyd Report recommended that Ontario authorize
Islamic tribunals based on sharia, a system of justice inspired
by the Quran. In 2005, however, Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty
banned all religious arbitration, whether Muslim, Jewish or
Christian. This documentary follows the heated debate, seeking
out the views of a cross-section of people, including Muslim
women. Can Canada respond to this issue in ways that are fair
to all citizens? In French with English subtitles. | 2007 (88 min)

$69.95

Triage follows James Orbinski, a humanitarian and doctor who
accepted the 1999 Nobel Peace Prize on behalf of Médecins
Sans Frontières/Doctors Without Borders. Drawing on his
experience in the trenches of genocide and famine, Orbinski
relives the triumphs and tragedies of relief work in Somalia,
Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. | 2009 (88 min)

15+

$79.95

government – human rights & globalization
politics – law & crime

It’s April 20, 2001, and Quebec City prepares to host the Summit of the Americas. A four-kilometre fence cuts off the Upper
Town from the rest of the city. Seven NFB film crews provide
an extraordinary view, meeting activists protesting outside the
fence, a high-level police officer and two key participants at
the Summit, both ardent supporters of free trade. | In French,
English and Spanish with English subtitles. | 2002 (75 min)

$69.95

15+

biographies
health & medicine
social studies

20

22

24

SHIPBREAKERS

Up the Yangtze

WAL-TOWN: THE FILM

Shipbreakers vividly captures the haunting beauty of rusting,
decommissioned ships and the deplorable conditions of the
workers who carry out the dangerous task of dismantling them
on the remote beaches of Alang, India. An unforgettable look at
the encounter between Third World ingenuity and 21st-century
global economics. | 2004 (73 min)

$69.95

7

Nominated, Joris Ivens Award – 2007 International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam
A luxury cruise boat motors up the Yangtze River, which is about
to be transformed by the biggest hydroelectric dam in history.
At the river’s edge, a young woman says goodbye to her family
as the floodwaters rise. The Three Gorges Dam provides the
backdrop for this dramatic documentary on life inside the 21stcentury Chinese dream. | In English, Mandarin and Sichuanese
with English subtitles. | 2008 (93 min)

15+

economics – agriculture
environment & conservation
social issues – poverty

18

19

$79.95

20

KEY TO SYMBOLS
Awards
Bonus features
Age recommendations
A study guide is available at nfb.ca/guides
PRICES
All titles listed in this catalogue are cleared for classroom use and
public performance, provided no entry fee is charged. Contact us
for circulation copy prices, duplication licences and questions
about digital formats.
FRENCH-LANGUAGE FILMS
Our corresponding French-language promotional brochure, Sélection DVD Enjeux mondiaux, is available online at onf.ca/education.

15+

13+

economics – food & agriculture
government – human rights & globalization
politics – war, conflict & peace

A group of university students calling themselves “Wal-Town”
takes to the Canadian highways. Armed with thousands of
pamphlets and accompanied by a gonzo young journalist, they
visit 36 Wal-Mart stores with one goal: raising public awareness about Wal-Mart’s business practices and the effects of
the company’s policies on cities and towns across Canada.
| 2006 (66 min)

$69.95

15+

government – human rights & globalization
social issues

environment & conservation
social studies

21

22

23

24

TO ORDER

CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-267-7710

IN THE MONTREAL AREA: 514-283-9000
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m.–7 p.m. (ET)
SEND A FAX: 514-283-7564
Attn: Sales & Customer Service
ONLINE: nfb.ca/store
E-MAIL: info@nfb.ca
ADDRESS: National Film Board of Canada
Sales & Customer Service, D-10
PO Box 6100, Station Centre-ville
Montreal, Quebec H3C 3H5

BECAUSE STUDENTS HAVE CHANGED

THE NEW ONLINE MEDIA SOLUTION FOR TODAY’S CLASSROOM
2,500+ CANADIAN PRODUCTIONS	

CHAPTERING AND PLAYLIST CREATION TOOLS

AWARD-WINNING BILINGUAL CONTENT	SEARCH BY SUBJECT AND GRADE LEVEL
TUTORIALS AND STUDY GUIDES	INTERACTIVE PRODUCTIONS
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nfb.ca/campus

